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Purpose: Discussions about direct-to-consumer (DTC) DNA ances-
try tests have to date been based primarily on conjectures, speculation, 
and anecdotes, despite the industry being more than a decade old. 
Representative, empirical data on consumer characteristics; motiva-
tions and expectations for testing; intended uses for the information; 
understanding of results; and behavioral and psychological reactions 
to the tests are absent. Although the 2010 American Society of Human 
Genetics white paper clarifies the number and some general charac-
teristics of companies marketing and selling DNA ancestry tests, addi-
tional data about the industry’s practices have been unavailable.

methods: To promote a data-driven discussion of the DNA  ancestry 
testing industry, we conducted a systematic investigation to identify 
companies selling DNA ancestry tests and conducted an empiri-
cal study of the industry’s practices using data collected from each 
 company’s website.

Results: Here, we present a wealth of data, including an updated 
directory of companies, marketing slogans, product types and 
names, range of prices, diversity of reporting and representing 
results, noted benefits and limitations of testing, and a host of 
 website practices.

conclusion: The tremendous diversity of tests, information, and 
practices of companies in the DNA ancestry sector should be consid-
ered when policies for best practice guidelines or regulatory oversight 
are being developed.
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(ii) nondisclosure of the actual companies investigated in pub-
lished content analyses (e.g., the study reported in ref. 4 per-
formed content analysis of 29 unidentified companies, making 
it difficult to verify findings). 

Expert discussions and formal reviews of the DTC genetic 
testing industry have generally omitted an entire sector of the 
industry: companies that offer DNA ancestry tests.4,8–10 This is 
typically done on the justification that ancestry tests are non-
medical. Although no empirical investigations of the DNA 
ancestry testing websites or of corporate practices have been 
published to date, many scholars have discussed the scientific, 
ethical, legal, and social implications of DNA ancestry infor-
mation.11–36 The DNA ancestry testing industry, which markets 
and sells a variety of genetic and genomic ancestry tests DTC, is 
now 11 years old. Family Tree DNA offered the first DTC genetic 
ancestry test in 2000, and DNAPrint Genomics offered the first 
genomic ancestry test in 2002. The industry grew to 11 com-
panies by 2004 (ref. 16) and to 14 companies by 2008 (ref. 22). 
By 2010, there were 38 companies selling a wide variety of 
DNA ancestry products, packages, and services.33,34 More than 
1  million individuals have reportedly purchased the tests since 
2002 (ref. 37), although the accuracy of this figure is unknown. 
The characteristics of the individuals purchasing these tests 

intROdUctiOn
The marketing and sale of genetic tests direct-to-consumers 
(DTCs) have stirred much controversy. Proponents of DTC 
genetic testing have argued that individuals—not just patients—
have a right to their genetic and genomic information.1 Many 
opponents have argued that the DTC genetic testing industry 
fails to provide consumers with adequate information about 
the tests, data privacy protections, and counseling services.2,3 
Recent reports found that the DTC genetic testing websites 
are designed at inappropriate reading levels and generally lack 
user-friendly tools.4 Reviews of corporate practices in the per-
sonal genomics industry to date have, however, been limited in 
scope, often narrowing their focus to health-related testing3–5 or 
nutrigenomics testing.6 The tabulation of companies providing 
DTC genetic testing has been challenging, as conflicting infor-
mation in the literature2,3,5,7 demonstrates. At least two sources 
of confusion exist in the literature: (i) inconsistent or evolv-
ing definitions of DTC (e.g., a website may market tests DTC 
without actually selling them or a company such as GeneDx 
might not view itself as having offered or as currently offering 
genetic tests DTC but might nevertheless be characterized by 
others as doing so;2 Sherry Bale, president and clinical director 
of GeneDx, personal communication, 21 September 2010) and 
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are also not known with any level of certainty. Moreover, our 
knowledge of the companies of the industry, products offered, 
advertising claims made, and representation of results reported 
remains rudimentary and largely anecdotal. 

Given the acknowledged wide variability of business practices 
of DTC genetic testing companies4 and the recognized role that 
the particular design, marketing, and delivery of a test (i.e., the 
sociotechnical architecture) plays in structuring its implica-
tions,38 it is unfortunate that no empirical data are available for 
this entire sector of the DTC genetic testing industry. The gen-
eration of an updated directory of DNA ancestry testing compa-
nies by the American Society of Human Genetics in 2010 was an 
important first step toward enhancing our understanding of this 
industry.33 Here, we build on that work and provide the first sys-
tematic review of this sector of the DTC genetic testing industry.

mAteRiALs And metHOds
For the initial identification of DNA ancestry testing compa-
nies, we employed methods described in detail elsewhere.6 
We conducted a comprehensive search for DNA ancestry 
testing companies using the Internet, news media, and other 
popular press, employing Google, Yahoo, and Lexis/Nexis 
Academic. Terms related to genetics, ancestry, and testing 
were combined to form three-word search strings for use in 
each of the search engines. Seven unique search strings were 
used: DNA Ancestry Test Service Profile Scan, Mitochondrial 
Test Service Profile Scan, Y-Chromosome Test Service Profile 
Scan, Gene Ethnic Race Test Service Profile Scan, Heritage 
Lineage Genealogy Test Service Profile, Ancestry Testing, and 
Genealogy Profile.

Upon performing a search with these search strings in Google 
and Yahoo, the first three pages of search results were printed. 
There were 10 uniform record locators (URLs) per page for each 
of the seven search term strings used. A total of 420 URLs were 
then followed to identify companies selling DTC DNA ances-
try tests. All functional websites that were in English and that 
appeared to be selling a genetic ancestry test were followed for 
further analysis. Searches performed in Lexis/Nexis Academic 
included the following restrictions: time period of 1995–2010, 
English language, major US and world publications, US and 
world news transcripts, and US ethnic news and publica-
tions. All results from the Lexis/Nexis Academic searches were 
reviewed. To be eligible for inclusion as a site, the organization 
needed to sell—not merely market, advertise, or otherwise 
promote—at least one ancestry test. Corporate websites were 
considered to sell ancestry testing services if consumers could 
purchase ancestry tests by entering their contact, delivery, and 
payment information on its website (e.g., through an online 
shopping cart or order form). When a website directed con-
sumers to another website or company selling ancestry testing 
services, it was defined as a promoter company and was not 
included for archiving or further analysis. 

Internet Researcher 2.1, developed by Zylox Software (http://
www.zylox.com/register.shtm), was used to archive all functional 
websites identified and meeting the eligibility criteria (including 

ones later found to have dissolved) under their domain names. 
Use of this software enabled us to create a fixed cross-section of 
the industry by archiving all components of a website (pages, 
images, links, and objects) while maintaining the referential integ-
rity among all sections to allow for navigation through the web-
site even when offline or at a later date. Only links with the same 
domain name were archived for our analysis (that is, if clicking on 
a word, image, or link led the consumer away from the main web-
site and to a different site domain, that site was not archived). 

Data from the archived websites were collected for content 
analysis, and the sites were coded independently. Content 
analysis included the following variables of interest: organiza-
tion characteristics (start date, geographic location, company’s 
product orientation, tag line/motto, laboratory accreditation, 
privacy policies, other DNA tests offered); product character-
istics (ancestry tests offered, price, discounts mentioned, type 
of specimen collected, type of analysis performed, educational 
resources offered); general discussion of benefits, limitations, 
and risks; and materials provided with the ancestry test. To 
compare products sold internationally, all prices were con-
verted to US dollars ($) using currency conversion rates as of 
18 April 2010 (which most closely approximate the value in US 
dollars that would have applied at the time the websites were 
archived). As shown in Table 1, all website domains for active 
companies were searched again on 20 April 2011 to facilitate 
the most accurate reporting of the industry. All investigators 
participated in the development of the coding scheme; how-
ever, for coding consistency, only one researcher performed the 
coding and content analysis of the data. The investigative team 
met regularly to discuss the coding activities and data analysis 
and resolve discrepancies. Data were collected and analyzed in 
Microsoft Access 2007. 

To complement the content analysis of the websites sell-
ing DNA ancestry tests, we sought input directly from the 
DNA ancestry testing companies on their corporate practices 
and perspectives of the industry. To do so, we designed and 
administered an online questionnaire using Survey Monkey 
(Palo Alto, CA). The questionnaire explored details about the 
company (e.g., how long it has been in business, where it was 
formed, whether it has any academic affiliations); the com-
pany’s consumers (e.g., how many have purchased their tests, 
whether there is an apparent or perceived targeted demo-
graphic for the company); the company’s website (e.g., what 
features are provided on the site, whether video tutorials are 
provided, what navigational tools are available); the reporting 
and representation of results (e.g., by mail or Internet, through 
textual or visual/graphical illustrations); and industry stan-
dards and customs. Each company in the industry was invited 
using the e-mail address or “Contact us” forms provided on the 
company’s website. Survey administration was open between 
4 February 2011 and 1 April 2011. Unfortunately, owing to 
low levels of participation and response (less than one-third 
of the companies invited logged onto the survey and only two 
companies completed the survey), we are unable to report any 
results here. 
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ResULts
A total of 35 DTC DNA ancestry testing companies were 
identified and analyzed (as reported in the directory, see 
Supplementary Table S1 online); however, during the prepara-
tion of this paper, two additional companies were discovered 
(Accu-metrics Viaguard and DNA 11). No data were collected 
from these two websites, and therefore they were not included 
in any analyses or results. The discrepancy between the number 

of companies identified and the 38 companies reported by Royal 
et al.33 last year does not reflect a clear shrinkage of the industry 
as a cursory subtraction might suggest. Rather, a few notable 
distinctions between the table of the industry shown in Royal et 
al.33 and that reported here must be highlighted. Six companies 
reported by Royal et al.33 are not included in the present list for 
four distinct reasons: (i) DNA Direct and Pathway Genomics 
no longer sell genetic tests DTC; (ii) Argus BioSciences and 

table 1 Marketing slogans/prominent tag lines

company marketing slogan

23andMe “Genetics just got personal”

African Ancestry “Trace your DNA. Find your Roots”

African DNA a

Ancestry.com “Our DNA tests can help you find genetic cousins and expand your family tree”

AncestrybyDNA “Unlock the secrets hidden inside your DNA!”

Cambridge DNA Services “Discover your genetic heritage”

deCODEme “deCODE your health, Calculate genetic risk—empower prevention. Discover your ancestral roots”

Determigene a

DNA Ancestry.ae “Predictive, Personalised Healthcare”

DNA Consultants (DNA Testing Systems) “DNA Consultants. Home of the DNA Fingerprint Test”

DNA Heritage “Add a little DNA to your Research”

DNA Identity Testing Center “The Global Leader in DNA Testing”

DNA Reference Laboratory “Comprehensive DNA Testing with Cutting-edge Technologies”

DNA Solutions “The Most Recommended DNA Paternity Laboratory in the USA”

DNA Tribes “Genetic Ancestry Analysis. What’s your Tribe?”

DNA Worldwide “Confidential DNA Testing with personal care”

easyDNA a

Ethno Ancestry “Unlocking your DNA Archive”

Family Builder “Discover your DNA”

Family Tree DNA “History Unearthed Daily”

Genebase “It’s in your Genes”

Genelex “Accredited DNA testing pioneers since 1987”

Genetic Testing Laboratories (GTL) “The ABSOLUTE STANDARD in DNA Testing”

Genetree “Revolutionizing Genealogy”

homeDNAdirect “Accredited, Accurate, Affordable DNA Testing with confidence”

International Biosciences “We provide DNA testing services, specialising in paternity tests, ancestry tests and genetic 
predisposition testing, to the general public within the United Kingdom, Canada and the  
International Marketplace”

Metaphase Paternity Test “Elevating DNA Testing Standards”

Nimble Diagnostics a

Oxford Ancestors “Explore your genetic roots”

Roots for Real “Your Ancestry Discovered”

Test Country “Making Life Easier”

The Genographic Project “A Landmark Study of the Human Journey”

Universal Genetics; DNA Testing Laboratory a

Warrior Roots “Our Science…Your History”

Marketing slogans or prominent tag lines used by the companies on or about April 2010, which was when all the websites were archived and data were collected.
aNo marketing slogan or prominent tag line was identified from the archived website.
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Family Genetics Limited no longer have functional websites; 
(iii) Paternity Experts no longer sells DNA ancestry (but does 
sell familial or relationship) tests; and (iv) DNA Heritage ceased 
operations on 19 April 2011 and began transferring its domains 
to Family Tree DNA (http://www.dnaheritage.com). Although 
Paternity Experts and DNA Heritage no longer sell DNA 
ancestry tests, these companies were included in the analyses 
and results with the other companies active in April 2010. In 
addition, three companies not reported by Royal et al.33 are now 
reported: Nimble Diagnostics, Accu-metrics (Viaguard), and 
DNA 11 Inc. As of 16 April 2011, there were four known pro-
moter websites of the DNA ancestry testing industry: (i) http://
www.DNA-Roots.com (which automatically directs prospec-
tive customers to AncestrybyDNA); (ii) http://www.dnanow.
com (which automatically directs prospective customers to 
DNA Solutions); (iii) http://worldfamilies.net (which ulti-
mately directs prospective customers to Family Tree DNA); and 
(iv) http://www.dnaancestryproject.com (which appears to be 
an alternative website for Genebase). To reiterate, the content 
analysis performed on the websites and subsequently all results 
discussed here exclude these promoter websites.

The DNA ancestry testing companies employ a variety of 
marketing slogans and prominent tag lines (Table 1). The 
products are named similarly from company to company (see 
Supplementary Table S2 online). The industry has offered 
151 products or packages, consisting of 41 mitochondrial 
DNA (mtDNA) products, 57 Y-chromosome products, 28 
autosomal products, 22 packages that combine mtDNA and 
Y-chromosome products, and three packages that combine 
mtDNA, Y-chromosome, and autosomal products. These types 

of individual products or packages have been offered, respec-
tively, by 80% (n = 28), 80% (n = 28), 49% (n = 17), 43% (n = 
15), and 9% (n = 3) of the companies in the sector. The median 
prices for these individual or packaged products are $195, $199, 
$255, $389, and $399, respectively. Price comparisons are sub-
ject to an important caveat. Providing an accurate summary of 
the prices for DNA ancestry products is a challenging endeavor 
because products are not apples-to-apples comparisons. Even 
when one looks at only one type of test (e.g., an mtDNA, non-
recombining Y (NRY), or autosomal test), the products may 
not assay the same number or type of loci. For example, not 
all autosomal tests are admixture tests or report proportional 
ancestry. Moreover, there are a number of “add-on” products 
available to consumers only with the concurrent or previous 
purchase of a separate “stand-alone” product (e.g., particular 
markers relevant to a particular haplogroup may be added after 
the initial haplogroup has been determined). Similarly, several 
companies sell packages or combinations of tests that may or 
may not be sold separately (e.g., the ancestry service provided 
by 23andMe analyzes mtDNA, NRY, and autosomal DNA but 
does not permit consumers to purchase these tests à la carte). 
Additionally, some of the DNA tests are sold in combination 
with professional genealogical services (e.g., Gpkg + mtDNA 
sold by African DNA). The prices are thus not necessarily 
restricted to DNA analysis. Subject to those aforementioned 
considerations, product prices are included in Supplementary 
Table S2 online and are displayed in Figure 1.

DNA ancestry companies report results to consumers using 
a variety of methods; however, not every company provides 
sample results or examples on the website that are viewable to 

Figure 1 Price summary of dnA ancestry products. The box plot displays the range of prices for the various types of tests as shown in supplementary 
table s2 online. “Combination A” refers to packages including mtDNA and NRY analyses only. “Combination B” refers to those including mtDNA, NRY, and 
autosomal analyses. The outliers are products sold by African DNA and DNA Ancestry.ae. mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA; NRY, non-recombining Y.
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consumers prior to purchase. Thus, these data—collected from 
the website as it appears to prospective consumers—may not 
accurately reflect the actual practices of the companies and may 
not capture all of the diversity in the representation and report-
ing of results. Figure 2 summarizes the number of companies 
providing DNA ancestry test results using eight methods or 
formats. Wall charts and haplogroup maps are the most com-
monly used format, although there is no consensus on where 
Africa is displayed on the map (e.g., on the leftmost edge or 
in the center). Five companies provide a social-networking (or 
“relative-finder”) feature.

Table 2 displays the number of companies (and proportion 
of the industry) that reported particular benefits and limi-
tations (or risks) of DNA ancestry testing. Eight companies 
(22.9% of the industry) did not report any benefits and 23 
companies (65.7% of the industry) did not report any limita-
tions or risks on their websites. Only nine companies (25.7% 
of the industry) expressly limit the “intended use” of DNA 
ancestry tests to recreational, educational, or entertainment 
purposes. As with the data reported on the representation 
of results above, the data reported here on benefits, limita-
tions, and risks were collected from sections of the websites 
accessible to prospective consumers and may not be com-
prehensive (additional information might be reported to the 
consumers after a product is purchased). Other information 
provided by the companies, such as whether the laboratory 
used to conduct the assay is certified according to the Clinical 
Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 certified or 
accredited by the American Association of Blood Banks, is 
reported in Table 3. Notably, although it might be useful to 
know whether accreditation status is predictive of any disclo-
sure practice, such analysis of the data collected on disclosure 
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Figure 2 diversity in representation of dnA ancestry test results.

table 2 Benefits, limitations, and risks of testing as 
 indicated on companies’ websites

Benefits and limitations of  
testing

no. of companies  
(proportion of industry)

Benefits 27 (77.1%)

 Learn about ancient ancestors 21 (60.0%)

 Fill gaps in lineage 11 (31.4%)

 Find relatives 7 (20.0%)

 Determine group membership 6 (17.1%)

  Learn more about who you are as a 
person

6 (17.1%)

 Social networking 6 (17.1%)

 Obtain print documentation 2 (5.7%)

 Have fun 1 (2.9%)

Limitations or risks 12 (34.3%)

  Results are for recreational/
educational/entertainment use only

9 (25.7%)

 Results are not a complete lineage 8 (22.9%)

  Database of genetic markers not 
globally representative

1 (2.9%)

  Results may be unexpected or 
surprising

1 (2.9%)

A total of 35 companies were included in this analysis. All the companies listed 
in this table were analyzed except Accu-metrics (Viaguard) and DNA 11 Inc. 
(both of which were not discovered until this paper was in preparation) and 
with the additions of Paternity Experts and DNA Heritage (which were  
included in the analysis but no longer appear to be selling DNA ancestry tests). 
Data reflect information found on the companies’ websites on or about  
April 2010. The benefits and limitations listed here are not necessarily verbatim 
from the sites. Of the 35 companies analyzed, 8 (22.9%) did not state any 
benefits and 23 (65.7%) did not state any limitations or risks related to DNA 
ancestry testing. 
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of accreditation status may not provide meaningful results 
(e.g., a company might be certified yet not disclose such cer-
tifications online or a company processing saliva samples but 
not blood samples might have sound legal and business justi-
fications for not seeking  particular accreditations). 

discUssiOn
To date, the scholarly literature has been dominated by criticisms 
of the DNA ancestry testing industry. For example, the industry 
has been criticized for “selling the imprimatur of science” and 
accused of “skip[ping] the caveats…and…invoke[ing] science’s 
power without accepting its limits”.22 A number of scholars 
have criticized the industry for engaging in “misleading prac-
tices” and concurrently chided the “scientific community” for 
failing to make “the limitations and potential dangers” clear.19 
More recently, some of these scholars have called for federal 
regulation of the industry to set mandatory standards for the 
industry.26 The American Society of Human Genetics summary 
statement39 and white paper33 on genetic and genomic ances-
try inference not only provided broad recommendations but 
also acknowledged that more tangible guidance is needed. It 
is important to note that the salient caveats and limitations of 
DTC DNA ancestry testing, as well as specific suggestions for 
enhancing accountability within the industry, were previously 
articulated by pioneers of the industry.16 Still, there remains a 
clear need for adequate practical guidelines to achieve height-
ened consumer protections through voluntary refinement of 
industry practices. To a large degree, industry advocates and 
critics alike have been restricted by lack of empirical data on the 
current state of the industry. The data provided here begin to fill 
that gap and promote a data-driven discussion. These rich data 
from the companies’ websites provide a snapshot of the state of 
the industry as of April 2010 and will help to shape practical 
recommendations. 

This research provides actual and prospective consum-
ers, consumer advocates, and policy makers with a wealth of 
data to make better-informed decisions. The data, particularly 
those shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S2 online, 
demonstrate that there is substantial variability in prices and 
products and, accordingly, that there are many potential pitfalls 
when comparison shopping or making industry-wide general-
izations. These data are of immeasurable importance to con-
sumers and their advocates. For example, interested parties may 
now recognize that price is a reflection not only of the quality 
or complexity of the DNA analysis offered but also of non-DNA 
services bundled with the DNA analysis—such as professional 
genealogical research assistance or the production of unique 
pieces of artwork—as well as a reflection of profit margins 
sought. The relative frequency with which various methods for 
representing results are used, as shown in Figure 2, is not an 
indication that a more frequently used method is proving bet-
ter than another, as the representation of results is necessarily 
context dependent (e.g., use of a chromosomal display would 
be confusing and unnecessary if the consumer purchased an 
mtDNA test). The diversity in products also underscores the 
care that must be exercised when attempting to make product 
comparisons within the same company or between companies. 
Well-intentioned but impractical policy recommendations may 
be avoided if this variability is kept in mind and if flexible stan-
dards (as opposed to rigid rules or mandatory methodologies) 
are established. For example, although Table 2 summarizes the 
variability in the industry’s disclosure of benefits, limitations, 
and risks of testing, it is important to keep in mind that this 
information may vary contextually, as the information derives 
from the type of product offered, the methods used to perform 
the analysis, and the chosen representation and reporting of the 
results. The diversity of products available suggests that a failure 
to find uniform industry practices (e.g., for advertising, return 
or representation of results, or even reported benefits, risks, 
and limitations) may not be an accurate gauge of how well the 
industry is performing in terms of fair practices and suggests 
that mandatory industry-wide reporting rules may be inappro-
priate (e.g., establishing a mandatory reporting of confidence 
intervals may not make sense for all products, given the diverse 
methodologies employed by the companies). 

The data we report are basic types of information that should 
be easily derived from the websites. However, the data collec-
tion was challenging, reiterating the need for the industry to 
improve its communications with prospective or potential con-
sumers. A few practical recommendations emerge from this 
content analysis. First, some of the websites were difficult to 
navigate and could be improved by simplified organization with 
clearly delineated pages and fully functional search engines. 
The language on many sites was more complex than consumer-
protection laws (e.g., Pennsylvania’s Plain Language Consumer 
Contract Act) allow. It would be reasonable to encourage compa-
nies to review the information conveyed on the websites—par-
ticularly the terms-of-service agreements and the “click wrap” 
language required for purchase—so that it is comprehensible 

table 3 Additional information provided on companies’ 
websites

item of interest no. of companies  
(proportion of industry) 

addressing item of  
interest

CLIA-certified laboratory 5 (14%)

AABB-accredited laboratory 15 (43%)

Number of loci assayed 26a (74%)

Glossary of terms 15 (43%)

Educational page 25 (71%)

Policy for handling of specimens 15 (43%)

Policy for handling of data 22 (63%)

Terms of service 24 (69%)

Particular items of interest and the number of companies (and proportion of the 
industry, N = 35) that provide that particular information as of April 2010.

AABB, American Association of Blood Banks; CLIA, Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments.
aThe number of loci for at least one product sold by each of these companies was 
disclosed.
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at an eighth-grade reading level and clearly and simply defines 
scientific jargon. A company neglects this issue at its own peril, 
as courts not only may refuse to enforce limitations of liabil-
ity imposed by the terms of service but also may impose hefty 
treble damages pursuant to state-specific consumer-protection 
statutes if consumers seek legal remedy. Second, knowing (i) 
the diverse ways in which results can be represented, illustrated, 
and reported and (ii) that prospective consumers may come to 
the company with varying motivations and expectations, com-
panies could minimize the chance of consumer dissatisfaction 
(e.g., after paying for a test that did not provide the consumer 
with the information he or she sought) and misinterpretation 
of results if the consumer could view examples of results and 
accompanying explanations or interpretations of those results 
prior to purchase. Third, although many companies do a com-
mendable job of disclosing the number of loci assayed by their 
products, many companies lag in disclosure of details regarding 
their reference databases, the particular loci assayed, and cita-
tions for the peer-reviewed scientific publications that are the 
foundation of their products. Although it is possible that only 
a subset of consumers will have sufficient interest or training 
to access and understand peer-reviewed publications, the avail-
ability of this information would assist those looking out for the 
consumer’s interests (e.g., legal counsel or medical providers 
who might otherwise be unfamiliar with DNA ancestry tech-
nologies). We join in previous recommendations for increased 
transparency regarding the products sold (e.g., specific loci 
assayed, sampling design and sizes of the reference databases, 
and protocols for handling consumer data after testing) and 
argue that it is in a company’s best interest—financially and 
scientifically—to do so. 

Based on these data and our previous research,30,32–36 we 
believe that specific, federal regulation of the DNA ancestry 
testing industry is not warranted or justifiable at this time. 
Consumer protections already exist in the form of generally 
applicable laws (e.g., e-commerce governance and general tort 
and contractual remedies), and genetic exceptionalism remains 
unjustified. There continue to be no data to support the posi-
tion that potential or actual harms faced by consumers of DTC 
genetic tests are not adequately addressed by existing, gener-
ally applicable state and federal law. Previous recommendations 
suggested that the American Association of Blood Banks and 
the National Forensic Science and Technology Center jointly 
establish standards for ancestry testing and oversee laboratory 
accreditations.16 While no ethical or industry standards have 
been published, some companies in the DNA ancestry industry 
are accredited by the American Association of Blood Banks and 
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments, as shown 
in Table 3. We call on the International Society of Genetic 
Genealogy (ISOGG) to take a leadership role in (i) articulating 
an ethical code to guide the practices of the industry it advocates 
and (ii) developing a consumer guide to provide prospective 
consumers of the DNA ancestry testing industry with a reliable 
means to compare products and companies for their varying 
consumer motivations and interests. Moreover, we reiterate 

the need for a roundtable discussion (as recommended by the 
American Society of Human Genetics white paper) to better 
engage the many parties with diverse needs for and interests 
in DNA ancestry inference and testing. Such a roundtable will 
be successful in developing best practice guidelines for DNA 
ancestry testing only if all parties approach the project in good 
faith.

While policymakers often seek straightforward descriptive 
statistics for convenient reference in policy discussions, the data 
reported here are not conducive to such distillation. For exam-
ple, information available to prospective consumers (i.e., disclo-
sures accessible prior to purchase) may not be indicative of the 
totality of the information available to actual consumers (i.e., 
disclosures accessible during or after the DTC transaction). It 
would be tempting to offer comparisons of practices between or 
among groups of companies (e.g., a comparison of disclosures 
made by companies using accredited laboratories versus those 
using unaccredited laboratories, or a comparison of practices 
among companies offering genetic ancestry tests versus those 
offering genomic ancestry tests), but we have resisted such 
temptations for two main reasons: (i) to maintain the integrity 
of the subtleties in the data collected (i.e., data integrity might 
be compromised if summary statistics were provided and sub-
sequently cited casually without adequate recognition of cave-
ats that, in our opinion, outweigh the practical value and mean-
ing of the summary statistics) and (ii) to encourage a nuanced 
understanding (and discourage overgeneralizations) of this 
ever-changing DTC sector. Furthermore, it must be acknowl-
edged that the data presented here remain limited in scope. 
Many aspects of the industry—particularly details regarding the 
number and demographics of consumers who have purchased 
the products and details regarding consumers’ testing experi-
ences, reactions to the results, uses for the information, and 
long-term psychological and social effects—remain unclear. 
Corporate practices and perspectives would have been a valu-
able supplement to the information publicly accessible on the 
corporate websites. It is unfortunate that only two companies in 
the industry chose to complete our survey designed to serve this 
purpose and inform the discussion. Without the cooperation of 
companies to inform investigations of the state of the industry, 
speculation about the potential risks and harms will continue 
and focus will remain on anecdotes and case studies that may 
not be representative of all consumers of the industry or of all 
consumers of a particular company (which may have a unique 
consumer market or clientele). As a result, the discussion of the 
DNA ancestry testing industry and its contextual implications 
may continue to be unbalanced, hampering the development of 
relevant and effective policies. 

There are many lines of inquiry that would be both inter-
esting and relevant to a better understanding the DNA 
ancestry testing sector of the personal genome industry. 
Notably, scholars and prospective consumers alike may be 
interested in learning, for example, the current price per 
marker analyzed, whether a company’s laboratory accredita-
tions or certifications are predictive of its disclosure practices  
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(e.g., disclosures of benefits and risks), and whether consum-
ers have access to raw genotyping results. Moreover, a well-
designed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the marketing 
images and advertising statements would be helpful to research-
ers trying to gauge consumer expectations and motivations for 
testing as well as reactions, attitudes, and experiences after test-
ing. Although the rich data provided here—the first empirical 
data available for this sector—could not possibly satisfy the 
appetite for full understanding of this DTC genetic testing sec-
tor, we hope that it whets the appetite for a data-driven under-
standing and inspires others to investigate the many remaining 
questions.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the paper 
at http://www.nature.com/gim
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